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ABSTRACT 
* The time-harmonic a Idyb iS  of three boundary value prob~erx~s con- 
The firrt problem conridered ripipg red-infinite boundarier ir  prerhted. 
s a parallel plate waveguide with one plate truncated and radiating into free 
paca The excitation of a dielectric rlab and the excitation of an isotropic, 
ncomprarrible, plasma rlab by means of a parallel platt waveguide with 
ne plate truncated a r e  the second and third problems analyzed.. rerpectively. 
i 
30th TE and TEM .polarizationr are eon8idsred in there open-region problems. i 
A function of 8 complex variable is factored in each of these Wiener- 
The function is analytic in a rtrip and is fopf type boundary value problems. 
rctored into a product of tat0 functionr. One of these functionr is analytic in 
I I 
. 
L hlf-plme while the other ir analytic in the adjacent half-plane with an over- 
r p  in the regions of analyticity coinciding with the rtrip. This factorization i r  
)bt.ined by a techique developed in thi8 work. 
The techique obtains the factorization for the open-region problem 
korn a function and its factorization that occurs in a related closed-region 
woblem. A clored-region problun is one whore transverse dimensions a r e  
b i t e .  
i-complex variable which can be factored. 
lor the open-region boundary value problem ir obtained by taking the lknit,: as 
D parameter approaches infinity, of the function and factorization appropriate 
to the closed-region structure. By this meanr the factorization and hence the 
rolution to the open-region boundary value problem ir  obtained. 
The chosen clored-region boundary value problem yields a function of 
The factorization of the function 
It 1. J r o  found that the limiting procedure m a y  be ured to obtain more 
. hop jurt the oporr-region factorisation. It ir ahown that the limit of the com- 
h t e  closed-region oolution becomer the open-region rolution. He=*, a. 
v 
I 
ddda 0018 porrible method for the rolution of problemr of thir type. 
resultr of tho aumericd computationr are prersotd There in- 
:lode the average pow r rsdected in the waveguide, the average power radiated 
p the apace WPlVet th average power trrnrmitted by the surface waver, md 
he radiation pattcrn.of the apace wave. 
3 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The time-harmonic andyris of certain radiation and diffraction prob- 
lems with semi-infinite boundaries requires solutions of the steady-state wave 
equation satisfying various boundary conditions. 
ventionally formulated in terms of the Wiener-Hopf technique, that is, at some 
point in the aadysis 8 complex variable equation is solved by rndytic continua- 
t i e  
be found in Noble [1958]. 
This clarr of problems is con- 
An exhaustive discussion and numerous illuszratioas of this technique may 
Difficulty with the Wiener-Hopf technique is encountered because a fac- 
torization of a function of a complex variable must be made. Thi8 function of a 
complex variable, -s.hich is analytic in a strip, must be factored into a product 
of two.functiona. One function of the product is analytic in a half-plane while 
the other is analytic in the adjacent half-plane, with an overlap in the regions of 
analyticity coinciding witb the strip. 
fn this work a C-R bcundary value problem will refer to a closed-region 
boundary d u e  problem (one whose tranrverse dhenr ion r  a r e  finite; see Fig. 2, 
for example). 
value problem (one in which radiation nay occur; see Fig. 1, for example). 
An 0-R boundary value problem mt~l l r  u1 open region boundary 
The factorization in the case of a C-R boundary value problem may be 
obtained by uring the infinite product expansion of an integral (entire) function:; 
aee for example Titcbmr*:sh [19321 
ir a ratio of fmo integrd functions. 
This rerultr from the fact that the function 
The function to be factored h the Care Of an 
. 
1 
4 
t , 
-R boundary d u e  problem containr branch line ringularitier m d  recourre to a 
brmd factoritation procedure, for example Noble [1958], m y  be made. 
wore 88 uruallp occurr with much procedurer, rpecific rerultm are difficult to 
btab except in a few rimple carer. 
How- 
a 
* 
; The pomribility of attacking aa 0 - R  boundary value problem through a 
? 
81 been ruggerted urd attempted to a limited extent by variour author.. Noble 
1958) u p r e a r e d  interest iP kaowing how far the result8 for a parallel plate 
uct (remi-infinite parallel plate waveguide) enclored in a larger parallel plate 
'aveguide, with 8 finite (but large)  rpacing between the plater, could be u r d  to 
pprorimrte the result. near the mouth of the parallel plate duct when radiating 
a unbounded space. 
runching in a dielectric d a b  backed by a perfect conductor by mean8 of a semi-  
nfinite parallel plate Waveguide, enclored the 0 - R  rtructure ha a larger p a r d d  
Nhte waveguide. Thio procedure reduced the 0 - R  rtructure to a C-R structure. 
fe then analysed thir C-R structure and calculated the desired field quantities 
or increasing valuer of the spacing between the plater of the parallel plate wave- 
:uide. 
Mt, as the spacing between the plater of the paralle; plate waveguide becomes 
srrge, the resultr of the 0 - R  problem. Mittra and Karjala [1964] rhowed that 
he expression for the reflection coefficient of a parallel plate duct enclosed in a 
arger parallel plate waveguide yields, in the limit of the waveguide walls ap- 
Talapov [1959], deriring the analysis of surfave wave 
H e  suggested that the rerultr obtained for the C-R rtructure a r e  in the 4 
I 
proaching infinity, 
radiating into free 
3 
the exprorion for the rcflection coefficient in the duct when 
space. Mittra and VanBlaricum (19651 numerically calcu- 
lated the reflection coefficient in the duct enclosed in the larger parallel plate 
waveguide and rhowed that the numerical vrluea approached, as the spacing of 
t te  plates of t-)lo waveguide became larg-, the known numerical value of the re- 
flection coefficient for the duct radiating into free space. 
[19651 used 8 limiting procedure to obtain an extension f the function-theoretic 
technique introduced by Whitehead [1951l 
infinitely large, of a certain function that occurs in a related C-R problem gave 
the desired unknowm function necessary in the O-R problem. The mode match- 
ing technique was used in that analysis. 
I 
Mittra and Bates 
1 The limit, as a dimension became 
The extension of a C-R boundary value problem rolution to yield the 
., 
solution of an O-R boundary value problem is expected if one taker into account 
the physical phenorneson occurring. For example, consider a source in a par- 
allel plate waveguide where the medium has a slight 1088. 
within the waveguide the field j s  made up of two components: a direct wave from 
the source and reflected waves from the boundary. The magnitude of the re- 
flected waves at A, as the spacing of the waveguide walls approaches infinity, 
would ;..#roach zero due to the 1088 in the medium 
see only the incident field in the limit. 
ing in an unbounded region. 
strictive. 
I 
I 
A t  any location A 
Therefore, point A would 
That is, we are left with a source radiat-  
I 
The idea of a slight 1088 in the medium is not re- 
When the analysis is completed the losr is permitted to be as rmall 
4 
. .. 
derirad, in fact, sere. The incluriorr of the lorr  ir usually ured ragardlerr 
be method of rolutioa of there problemr. 
Thir work determiner 8 method by which the 0-R factorization may be 
abed from 8 related C-R problem. The method involver a limit, ar a par 
aster 8ppro8cher infinity, a. ruggerfed by the physicr of these problemr. 
: chorea C-R boundary value problem yieldr a function of a complex variable 
.ch can be factored. The factorizrdoa of the functim for the 0 - R  boundary 
uc problem ir obtained by taking the limit, ar the transverae dimensioa ap- 
lacher infinity, of the function and factoriaation appropriate to the chosen C-R 
ucture. 
ndrry value problem i r  obtained. 
By this mean. the factorization md hence the rolution to the 0 - R  
It ir found that the limiting procedure may be used to obtain more than 
t the 0 - R  factorization. It is rho- that the limit of the complete C-R solu- 
9- 
I becorner the 0-R rolution. Hence, this yields oae porrible method for the 
ution of problems of this type. 
.on ir usually readily obtained. 
This is a rather ureful method as the C-R so- 
Obviourly there ir more than one porribility for the choice of a C-R 
ucture. 
0 - R  rt)&uti-m ir a limit point of the C-R dolctions. 
However, the resultr obtained for the 0 - R  rtructure a re  unique rince 
This result i u  expected 
'L- 
? rn the phyrics of the problem which implies that the field reflected from a 
adary that is receding to infinity in a lossy medium wil l  be zero in the vicin- 
of the source. Hence, the boundary condition satisfied by the boundary that 
5 
k t  recedes to infinity in the C-R rtructurt  ir immaterial. 
T b  firat  problem discursed is the analysis of the fields associated 
rith a parallel plate waveguide having the top plate terminated (semi-infinite). 
fie ~ 0 1 u t i w  is obtained in clooed form and t h r  &be method is clearly demon- 
rtrated. 
h l d r  of a parallel pla?e duct obtained by Noble [1958], rince the function to be 
hctored ir the same in each problem. The launching of rurface waver on a di- 
dectric slab with a relative dielectric constant greater than one by means of a 
semi-infinite parallel plate waveguide is analyzed. 
TEM excitations are obtained. 
:he waveguide, power trapped in the surface waves, power radiated by the space 
wave, and also the radiation pattern of the space wave are  obtained for various 
parameters. 
those obtained by Angulo and Chang [1959] who worked with the formal factori- 
zation procedure and the differences in the results a re  noted. The final prob- 
lem analyzed is the caue where the dielectric d a b  is replaced by an incom- 
pressible, isotropic, plasma dab. 
electric constant less than one. 
ted in the waveguide, power radiated in the space wave, and t3e radiation pat- 
tern of the apace wave are  presented for various parameters. 
wavea can occur in this case. 
The factorization is verified by reference to the ~olution for the 
Solutiona for both TE and 
NIimerical results for the power reflected in 
- - - -  -- 
The power results for the TEM excitation are compared with 
This gives the possibility of a relative di- 
Again, numerical results for the power reflec- 
No trapped 
The boundary value problems investigated here are formulated by a 
. 
i 
? 
I 
1 
. .  
C .  
method u r d  by Joner 119501 88 oppored to an integral equation approach. Four- . 
i e r  trurrformr 8re 8pplied directly to the par t id  differential equation and the 
. -  
complex variable equation io  obtained without the ure of an Lntegrd quation. 
7. 
w The integral equation approach would lead to equivalent rerultr as the krtegrd 
equation would be of the Wiener-Hopf type; see for example Morrc and Fesh- 
bach [1953E Joper’ method d r o  har the advantage that the application of tho 
edge conditiola,~-Meixner [1954], which ir necerrary in thir type of problem, may 
be clearly 8P@ied, 
The usual method of calculating the far field ir by means of raddle point 
iategrados, However, the problsmr conridered here are  ruch that the far field 
pattern may be obtained more directly by using an equivalent Huygen source in 
the aperture. The far field pattern is then related to the Fourier transform of 
thir aperture distribution and in theae problamr become8 an evaluation of a 
function on an interval. 
....... __._. -.__ ......... 
... 
7 
2. RADIATION FROM A TRUNCATED PARALLEL PLATE VAVEGUIDE 
Formulation of the Problem 
The firrt problem considered is a parallel plate waveguide with one 
plate truncated (remi-infinite) and radiating into free  space. The structure is 
ahown in Fig. 1. The incident field, in the parallel plate waveguide section of 
the rtructure, is taken to be the TEM mode with the magnetic field intensity 
parallel to the walls of the structure. The case of a TE incident field is not 
dircusrcd in detail as the function to be factored turns out to be the same as  in 
the TEM case. However, the TE case can be obtained from section 3.1 by set- 
t i j g  the relative dielectric constant ( A )  to one. 
The incident field is therefore the lowest order TM mode. 
**  
- t & z  
0 6 %  4 b (2. 1) H i -  e 1 
We wish to find the electromagnetic fields which satisfy Maxwell's equation and 
the necessary boundary conditions pertaining to th is  structure with 8 source as 
given by (2. 1). 
M-elf's equations for a medium with loss and the time convention cho- 
I ren a re  
I v x E =  i upi i  (2. 2) v x In = (-ic* e- td,) E 
The loss is due to the conductivity ( 6, ) of the medium. From (2.2) it can be 
rtrt e-ht time convention 
P -  
: i- 
,. . 
PERFECT CONDUCTORS rn 
9 9 
Fig. 1 Parallel plate waveguide with one plate terminated. 
* .  I 
? 
. 
9 
rhonn that the nugnetic field intensity murt ratirfy 
2 -  dF? + h H - o  ( 2 . 3 )  
where 
with k > 0 and k > 0. Since the incident field ir independent of the y-coordi- 
nata m d  the entire structure ia uniform with respect to the ydirectionjthe total 
1 2 
field will also be independent of y. Therefore the rolution of (2.3) i o  equivalent 
to to rolving the two-dimensional wave equation for the rcalar poterrtial 
All  the field quantities are derivable from @ by letting 
Hy * +* 
Let 
(2 .9 )  
where oi is the incident field and is the scattored field. Obviourly 
A0 
(2.10) 
(2.10. a) 
(2.11) 
may be I The following boundary conditionr on 4 and hence on 4 taixaed by recalling (2.6) to (2.9) and the fact that the walls of the rtructurc e 
perfect electric conductorr: 
b4t-o a t  x r o J V t = P  us0 bt  ; t - 0  , v z  4 ax 
i 
c) + continuous at x = b, t L. o * t 
where 
where 
z r b + o  31 b +  where ? ir arbitrarily rmall  
11 
e) 4 and hence (p murt be decaying waver rince 0 loam har been in- 
t 
cluded ar p s ( $ + t )  -t Q x r b  and for 
k 
for 
2 4 0 8  0 i ~ 5 b e  
9 9 and 1981 matisfier the edge condition, Meixner [1954], 00 the 
edge of the plate is approached, that i m ,  
z1’2md ~ v + l  as c 
Define 
0 goer to zero am 
- 1/2 
f o r x = b ,  z = O - ’ f , 7 + 0 .  
a =  d + i T  (2.12) 
-OD 
(2. 13) 
(2.14) 
(2. 15) 
(2.16) 
From the behavior of $ (x, E) for any given x ar z --m it can be deduced that 
Bpx) ir analytic for 7 > -k2 and @x,a) i r  analytic for F4 k2. Hence 
’ 1  
g(X,dL) for m y  given x, is analytic in &e rtrip -k2L I< k2. 
The boundary condition8 (except e), in view of definitionr (2. 12) to 
(2. 16), may now be written in termm of tranrforms as 
(Abdiaa theorem given in Noble [ 19583 ). 
Multiplying the wave equation (2. rl) by (&w) €5 
-1 i d 2  
idg from -00 to a, with rcrpect to z giver 
d %a 
with 
I2 
and integrat- 
(2. 17) 
(2. 18) 
a The branch cuts ured in (2.18) and shown in Fig. 2 have been choren 80 
that yhas a positive real patt when -k2< I4 k2. General aolutionr for 
sf%,a) satisfying (2.17) a- .G in a form convenient for applying the boundary 
cmditianr are 
(2. 50)  
D are found, by using the Fourier inversion integral 
1 3  
a- PLANE 
INVERSION CO 
I' 
BRANCH CUT FOR 
7 = / n  
2 2 l /2  
Fig. 2 Choice of branch cuts for 7 = ( Q -k ) 
used in the Fourier inversion integral. 
and the contour 
. 
14 
a + i r  
A 
(2.21) 
fact that ~ ( X , U )  i8 analytic in the rtr ip require8 thrt the pa& of integra- 
be In the rtrip, that ir, in (2.21) -ktC T d  k2. 
The boundary condition (e) and the fact that y ha8 a poritive r e d  part  
-kt < 7< k requirer D(a ) to be re t  to zero. Likewise boundary conditien 2 
) requires C ( a  ) to be zero. Now at x 3: b we may write 
Wb-0) + gib‘O) R COshh(Yb) - (2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.25) 
f that the a in the argument of the function8 in the above equations ha8 not 
1 written for convenience and will not be if it does not lead to confurion. 
‘ever, a A, B, and Y a re  still function8 of rt. . Boundary conditions 
I I I 
) and (d. 1) rhow that @(b+o)+g(b-e) and is now defined as @b) . - - 
t ir, 
(2.26) 
15 
Uring these facts in (2. 24) and (2.25) yieldr 
-ub 
d t b )  ID Y f i  Sinhkbl-  - Y  8 e 
The two unknown functions A and B a re  obtained by solving for the unknowa 
(2.27) - 
Define 
(2.28) 
which is obviously analytic for 
using (2. 27), (2.28), and the boundary condition (c. 1) yields 
7 > -k2. Subtracting (2.22) and (2.23) and 
where . 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
The function L has branch points a t  k and -k and (refer to the definition 
of y )  L is analytic for  -k2< 74 k2 
product L+ L which holds in the strip. 
and Lli8 analytic for 7< k2. 
class of problems and it is obtained by a limiting procedure as  discussed in sec- 
Therefore, L may be factored into the 
The function L+ is analytic for 7> -k2 - 
This factorization is the d-ificult step in this 
tion 2. 3. 
Let 
f -L 
,th 
; analytic for 7< k2 
. - 
ie 
(2.31 j 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
hich holds in the rtrip -k2 4 7 C k2. The left side of (2. 
(2.34) 
34) is analytic for 
*> -k2 and the right side is analytic for k2. Therefore, one side is 
Le analytic continuation of the other and they m a y  both be equated to a function 
( a) which is analytic over the whole 
7 e 
ot - plane. 
(2.35) 
he application of the edge condition gives the unknown function J (a). The fac- 
Brization obtained in section 2.3 shows that Lt (a) brL;*?s as a for 
as U-+CP, F 4 k2. 
- 1  1 
as a- co , ir > -k2 and 
The edge 
3 (b) 
- 1/2 .- w , rr -kt and L (a) behaves as a 
andition (f. 1) shows that D+ behaves ar a 
ehaves as 
0 
as a e ,  ir( k2. The definitions of E and E given in (2.32) 4 2  t - 
17 
-1 and (2.33), rempectively, show that E behave8 aa 
E+ behave, 81 Q 
t i c  in the whole of the 
a8 Qt 
theorem, for example Hille [1959], J ( a )  murt be identically zero, that is 
a a. g e m  , 7< k2 and 
Therefore J(a),  which is analy- aa a400 , i r> -k2. 
a -plane, behaves as 
4 2  
ar u+a3 e 7 4  k2 and - L/2 a 
-1 
a# QLI+ 00 , 7 > -kZ. Hence from the &ended form of Louiville'r 
- b E < d  (a-h) L_" (2.36) - b) - 
Use of (2.32) aad (2.27) gives 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
The formal,solution is obtained by inverting (2. 19) aad (2.20) and may be writ= 
88 
(2.40) 
P.. .r-p . . I . .,, - .  
1- _.. . . .. . , . . 
I 
? 
18 
& 2 choice of a Clored-Region structure 
T@e f8Ctori%8#On of L(a), given by (2.30), ir obtained in rection 2.3 
u- - -  
t)r b k h g  &e IMt,  am 8 p a r m e t e r  approacher spfinity, of the function and fat- 
;OriS8tiop which occur. in a related C-R problem. 
- I  e 
The C-R rtructure should 
rield 8 hrnction whose factoritation ir obtrinable urd the limit of the function, 
LO the traasveroe dimension 8pproacher infirpity, should be the 0 - R  function 
\ 
L 30). 
It rhould be pointed out that it is not necerrrry to re ror t  to a C-R 
itructure to 8ccomplirh the factoricrtioa. It ir certainly p o s d b h  to intuitive- 
.p choore 8 function which may be factored and be such that rome sor t  of math- 
-tical limiting procerr 04 the function will yield the 0-R function. The 
*ice of a C-R otructure reemr to be the easier choice to make and has the 
added advurtage that all mrthexnatical resultr murt be conrirtent with the phyr- 
icd phenomenon. 
The chorar C-R rtructure for thio problem ir ahown in Fig.  3. The 
choice of a related C-R rtructure i r  not unique. The one choren here is con- 
ridered to be the obviour one, that i., the sixn.plert way to convert the 0 - R  
rtructure to a C-R rtructure. The 0 - R  structure ir obtained from the C-R 
rtructure by the limit of a, c while maintaining a - c = h 
The solutioa for the electromagnetic field8 inride the C-R rtructure 
ir formulated in the same mmner ar for the 0-R  rtructure in section 2.1. 
mly major change ir in the boundary condition (e) which must now be 
The 
. 
1 
Fig. 3 Choren C-R structure corierponding to Fig. 1. 
Y 
Pa* *a* 5 0 
I 
I 
I i 
t 
b 
b 
V - Y - 
. 
or in term. of trmrforma 
1 
@ t a J a ) = o  
!his chrnge wil l  be reflected in the general rolution for 9 (x, a ) in x 2 b, 
ut is, (2.20) wil l  now become 
wlicrting the rriuxnentr used in section 2. I will then give the following re- 
(2.43) 
(2.45) 
ohere K( a) ia a ratio of b.tcgrd function. Note that K( a) is actually mero- 
norphic with pole. 0- at 
20 
(2.46) 
rnd hence is analytic in the rtrip -kt ( 7 < k 2 .  
rnalytic for 
K ( a )  is factored into K (a), 
The 
t 
77  -k2 and K (a), analytic for 7 4  k2 in eection 2.3. - 
21 
* 112 
arymptotic behavior for K+( a) ir choren such that K (a)- a. , . as a+* + 
as a400 for 7< k2. W i t h  these condi- - 112 for 7> -k2 m d K  0 (a)- a 
tionr the formal solution for the C-R rtructure is given by 
- iaz (b ti7 A 
2.3 Factoriration Obtained by a Limiting Procedure on the Function Appro- 
priate to the Closed-Region Problem 
A f o r d  aolution for the =-fields of the structure ahown in Fig. 1 
is obtained once L and L of (2.30) are found. This factorization will be ob- 
tained by talking the limit of K( a), given in (2.45), and its factorization, Re- 
c d 1  that we 8 r e  interested in a factorization uring functionr whose common re- 
gion of analyticity ir the rtrip -k2 < 7 (ha)< k2 and whore product is L(Cr) 
for valuer of a within the strip. 
strip of analyticity f o r  E(Q1). Alro recall that Y as defined in (2.18) hrr a 
positive r ed  part for d: within the strip. Hence, for any a of interert  
(within the strip), the limit, as auggested by the physics of the problem, give8 
t - 
This strip of analyticity for L( a ) is alro the 
22 . 
:4 
d. 
ause y* &=+i7, with &> 0 for any a within the strip. Thus, the 
c t i m  to be factmtd for the 0 - R  problem is the limit, as given by (2.49), of 
h c t i o n  to be factored for the C-R problem 
factorization of L(a) by this limiting procedure. 
This fact enables us to obtain 
> 
The factorization of K(a 1, given in (2.45), may be realized by using 
I 
fact that K( a) I is a ratio of integral functions. Hence, K( a) may be ex- 
:,sed in terms of infinite products from which K+( Q) and K (a) may be con- - 
iiently extracted. The results are 
C "  
e 
tr e: 
(2.52) 
23 
(2.53) 
he exponential factorr a re  inrerted in the infinite productr in order to make 
.an converge uniformly. 
.&e K (at) behave a i  a 
9 able to solve the Wiener-Hopf equation for the C-R problem. 
The function F (a) ir chorm to be analytic and to 
2 a i  a+* for T> -k a i  required in order to 
The function 
-112 
+ 
K (a) is obtained from a howledge of the asymptotic form of K+( a). The 
iymptotic form of the infinite products is obtained by comparing them with 
ie imfinite product 
here r (a) ii the Gamma function and r ir Euler'r conrtant. The aaymp- 
)tic form of (2. 54. a) is obtained by the u r e  of Sterling's formula. Since each 
dinits product in equation (2.52) behave8 in the manner of 
(2. 54. b) 
br large n, their zrymptotic form may be obtained from (2.54. a) to yield 
The function (at) reaultr in K+( a) behaving algebraically for the 
31utiop of the C-R problem. However, when merely uring K(Q) to obtain the 
. .  
- 0 - R  6ctotiaatiorr it ir not necerrary to include thir term, Itr inchdon does i 
I lead to the porribility of obtaining the 0 - R  rolution from the C-R rolution as 
1 WRill be dirco88ed kr rection 2.5. 
i 
P_ 
K + ( a )  and hence K .. (a), without including the )c ( a) term, xnay be 
cuprerred-irr 8x1 alternate form. Thir will prove to be rdvautageous when lim- 
with 
where: 
(2.57) 
(2.58) 
d) in the contour shown in Fig. 4 with o< P L  T/- r< 6 c k, 
25 
r 
Fig. 4 
26 
The functionr, F (0) m d  FZ(u), may be identified with the functionr 1 
hich, when ret to zero, result in the characteristic equations which give the 
aarvcrre wave members for the regions b S x 5 a, c >o and o x 4 a, 
4 0, reopectively, in the C-R structure, Fig. 3. In this particular prob- 
F1(w) 1 Sin (uc) (2.59) 
FZ(u) = Sin (wa) (2.60) 
That IC+(=), given by (2.55), i n  the same as K (a), given by (2-51) t 
tay be verified by integrating (2.56). For  any a with 7 )  -k2 the integrand 
. (2.56) is analytic with respect to o in -k2 4 Im w < k2 except for the simple 
>les at the zeros of Fib) and F2(u). 
we any poles within 
I I 
In this case F1 (w) and F2 (a) do not 
Uring the cdculus of residues one obtains equal- 
y between (2.51) and (2-55). 
1 The expression for H (a) may be expanded further by integrating 
.ong the path of integration. "hat i8 
1 
(2.61) 
means the largest integer in m. 
C 
27 
O+ i t e 4  0 - i €  
becaurc the integrand is an odd function of 0. 
(2.62) 
and 
d + k  
I 
d - i €  s -  N 
-2  
becaurc the integrand behaves as w for large a. 
(2.64) 
Thar efor e 
1 
where ir any positive number such that 0 4 e 4 k2, that ir, H (a) is inde- 
pendent of E , A useful represenktiorr for K ( a )  is now available and may be 
written ar 
[&(a) + Hi(,a)I K(<) = Sink (Ybj S h  (kc) e 
'f s h  (k&) (2.66) 
1 with H ( Q ) given by (2.65). 
A reprerentation for L( U) for any a within the strip, -k2 4. TL k2, 
and from which L+ and L - may be chosen, ir obtained by taking the limit of 
- 
Q 
L 
66) 8. a, c e while mlintdaing a-crb. The limit of the left ride of 
28 . 
66) for values of a within the rtrip ir given by (2.49), that is, bL(a) .  
b 
(2.67) 
(2.68) 
e function f( d. a) ir independent of a, c and the function g ( j ~ i  ), for 
nce 
(2. 70) 
(2. 71) 
her e 
29 
' 
f 
I 
(2. 71. a) t 
It ir interesting to observe the physical significance of (2. 70. a). 
'(a) given by (2.70. a) is equal to the difference of Al and Az. AI and A2 
re the inverses of the rpacing of the zeros of F 1 ( w )  and F2(w). This is s- 
tcted if one had worked with the infinite product form of K( a). 
Bgarithm of I(( a) would convert products over n to rgms of logarithm8 over n. 
ne could then change the summatior. to a sum ove mr/a and m/c, that is, the 
The natural 
I I 
1 R-w eros of F~(w)  and FZ(u). As a and c approac5 hfinity, '%= 9 and w,= 7 
ould approach continuous variables w and w . .  Also, Aw = n/a and Aw = 
1 1 
n 
1 
/c would approach dw and dw . In the limit one would obtain 
ut 
(2. 72) 
(2.73) 
1 i 
t omprring (2. 72) with (2. 71) justifier the interpretation of C (w). 
This method could have been used but it is not as convenient or  as  suf- 
ciently general as the representation gSven by equation (2.55) when analyzing 
lore difficult problems as  in sections 3 and 4. 
heck on the limit of g(& i c  ). 
However, it does provide a 
1 The difference of the inverse of the spacing of 
.. . .. 
.- .. 
I 
30 
* 1 
r-c=b, and the result should qprorch the expression obtaiaed for G (a), 
[& 70. a). 
I 
The check in this case is trivial as the zeros of .Fl(u) rad F2(w) are 
?b:+OUs 
The limit of (2.66) m d  the results gives in (2.49), (2.67), and (2.11) 
with H( 6 )  given by (2.71). The choice of L+( a) rnay now be made as 
and 
LLCt) -L+4 (2.76) 
__ + 
The range of analyticity of L (a) can be deduced from the regions of analytici- 
ty of the infinite product and H(C). 
- -  
+ 
The imaginary part of pn, (2,53), is great- 
er than k and hence the infinite product in (2.75) is analytic for T > -k2. 2 
The function f( a, w), (2.57), satisfier the conditions of theorem A, page 11, 
Noble I19581 and also restated in the Appendix. Hence H( a) i r  analytic for 
‘;r>-k2. Therefore, L+( a) is analytic for ;r> -kt and L - (a) is analytic 
for 
L ( a) is obviously 4a). 
r( k2, the desired range >f analyticity. The product of L+( a) and 
- 
The functions L+(u) and L - (a) can be arranged in a slightly different 
form which is preferable for numerical calculrtiona. 
31 
Equatior? (2.11) may be ir .egrated to 0btai.a H ( e )  and hence L + i U )  in 
The na2ure of H ( a )  in equation (2.11) may be obtabc.1 once tLe  I closed form. 
followhg htagration ir performed. 
Consider ?he function O c a ,  w ?  
The branch of In (k J w )  is  chosen to be in the lower half plane and the 
branch oi In (k - a) is chosa  to be in the upper half plane. 
SUCL Clat T)-kZ, Q (a, w: ia  an analytic function of w fcr  *-e Xm (w) = 0. 
T'.e derivative of Q (a, w )  with respect to w for any w in this range is 
Hcxce for any 
:dore, the integral (2.77. a) becomes 
V 
henc. 
, 
1 
32 .. 
(E.. 77. c )  
(2.78) 
L 0 (a) = L+(-a) and x(-a) = -k(cL). The principal determination of 
togrritbn ir used, that i., (1) = 0. The unknown factor, ucp. [ -2 (&j. 
:h must be analytic in 7 )  -kt, is added so that the arynrptotic form of 
Z) i m  algebraic. 
9s algebraic behavior of J( QI) and hence its determination in equation (2.35) 
The algebraic behavior of L+(cL). and hence L - (a ), en- 
he extended farm of Liouville's theorem. 
(2.80) 
asymptotic form of the infinite product m a y  be found by the uae of equa- 
(2.54 a) and give. -. 
(2.81) 
5 
, 
I 
33 
where p ir Euler'r constant. Therefore if )( (a) ir chorea ar 
then 
(2.82) 
(2.83) 
-1/2 
- 112 
with L+(d)-  a as for 7 > -k2. The function L - (a) = L + ( - a )  
withL (a)- a a i  for F( k2. - 
2.4 Solution of the Problem 
The factorization given by equation (2.83) and the tranrformed field 
quantities given by equations (2.37), (2.38), (2.39), m d  (2.40) permit the de- 
termination of the field quantities of interest. The rcattered field8 within the 
waveguide are given by 
with -k2 (.;r< k2. Since z > 0 and the integrand ha8 no branch cutr in the 
34 
lower hdf.pl.ne, the path of integration a u y  be dored  in the lower hrli plans 
The rollatha for ir then obtained by urhg  the calculus of reriduer, for ex- 
< r J  
: UXkple, the rdlection coefficient, R, in the waveguide ir givaa by the reridue 
:- 
8t' a s--k. 
(2.85) 
Higher order reflected moder a re  availahla by the same procedure. Note 
that once rerult ar given in equation (2.85), or thore following in thir rectiopo 
are reached k may be Wean a r  real and equal to ko. Thir mry be done becaure 
k ir infiterimllly r d  compared to k and the evaluation of a function a t  k 
2 1 
is equivalent to ita evaluation a t  kl = w m  
, 
k . 
0 
The fields for x a  b aad hence the radiated field i r  given by equation 
(2.40) with B ( XJ Qt ) given by equation (2.38). 
branch cut in both half planer and hence little i n  gained by cloring the contour 
by an infinite rsmicircla  
by equation (2.40), ir usually obtained by an integration procedure known as  
the rrddle-pobt method, for example, Morse and Ferhback [1953]. 
in thir clr r r  ofprobfamr the ure of equivalence theorem. for fields, for ex- 
The function B1(x, a ) har a 
1 
* 
The radiated fields, asymptotic behavior of # given 
* -* 
However, 
q k  
. field in 
Der-. [1962], wi l l  prove to be more direct and convenient. The 
(2.86) 
R e c a  that H (b + 0, z) = +t(b t 0,  t )  = +(b  t 0, 2). Therefore, H in 
Y Y 
35 
he aperture fi givcn by equation (2.86). 
rent in the aperture is given by 
The equivalent electric rurface cur- 
*& - 
JI G q f l  => x HI 9 3 4(b+0,Z) 6 b - b )  (2.87) 
The actual far field ir equal to the far field due to the equivalent electric cur- 
rent 2J. 
the asymptotic form of the Hankel function Ho(Z) ( L o p  ) ar deocribed in Har- 
The vector potential due to the currul t  23 ia obtained by knowing 
rington [1961) and gives 
where: 
Integrating (2.88) with rerpect to x1 giver 
and h k c s  
(2.88) 
(2.89) 
. (2.90) 
(2.91) 
(2.92) 
-~ ~ 
** 6 (x) ir the delta function. 
II Muopellls equationr we obtain 
36 
e 
Ia this problem H ia the far field is 
Y 
t 2. 9 5 )  
. o  c e< w. 
The r e d  power reflected in the waveguide and the real power radiated 
le space wave are obtainable once the number of modes propagating in the 
eguide are known. If the guide dimension and frequency of operation are 
B Q ~  ro that only the TEM mode can prupagate, the rerults are: 
mdieed Redlected Power = Wref, = I R 1 2 =  IL+Ckof 
normolised power radiated is given by the Poynting vector. 
(2.96) 
rmlited Radiated Power = Wrad 
.* 0 
(2. 97) 
. 
. 
e the incident power is k b/w . Now 
0 0 
37 
8 
i thir problem (2.98) become. 
The r a d i a t h  pattern 88 8 function Of 8 ic g h c t  by 
ad in fhir problem is proportional to 
(2.98) 
(k lu:) 
(2.101) 
The numerical value for W . W . 3nd the far fie12 @terns aro re& r.ci 
ivea Ln rection 4. Sonre of the equaticnr in this rection have be- obtained, 
dth rufficisnt generality 10 t h t  they will  apply k the mclyuir of tho problsrrw 
n sectioa 3. 
fowcvcr, thir ir not dwayr ftamible 80 the integration urually cannot be c.rriad 
)Ace i, (a) ir obkirred in clot ed form, for uunrp lo  (2.83). tho loor may 1st . t 
be reduced to zero. Sottbg d to . O r 0  rorultr in kt * 0, k1 = ko f OW. 
- _ -  
. I C  
30 
b ia tegrd used in (2.39) and (2.40) wken d 
Fig. 2. 
s k- k the contour is shown in Fig. 5. 
is greater &an zero ir ahown 
Ttis path must be indented when the loer approaches zero, that ir, 
0 
The equation for L (a) -must be interpreted in a @ h i l a r  maancr as + 
Fourier inversion integral when *kc loas is re&zced to zero. For  example, 
I) U r d  in (2.75) aad defined 3y (2.71) 5ecome3, when L- kos 
(2.102) 
h the contour given by Fig. 6. However, no use ir made of the inte- 
1 form of H( a) given by (2. 71) aad (2. 102) as the closed form is available. 
1 
he more difficult problems, discussed in tke following sections, the integral 
m is usad and the contours of integration must be interpreted as discussed 
6. 
. .- . . .. ... 
Comments on the Mehod 
The factorization obtained in section 2.3 for L ( a )  can be verified by 
. .  
crcnce to the problem of the parallel plate duct discussed by Noble [1958]. 
2 function to be factored i a  tke s a m e  *h each problem. 
torieation for L, giver: by equatlJc (2.83), with Noble's solution, shows 
A comparison of the 
t they are the same. He o5tak.ed &he fac?orizatiox not on L( a) directly but 
1 function related to L( a) and by usc cf a formal factorization procedure. 
The form of L obtained by means oi a hmiting procedure on K, t 
39 
u - PLANE 
INVERSION CONTOUR7 
-k? 
t 
c 
5 
CUT FOR 
U 
Fig. 5 Branch cuts for 7 and the Fourier inversion contour when 
k-k 0 
0 
.. , . .I , , 
n 
w -  PLANE 
rBRANCH aJT FOR 
40 
6 Contour used in the integral representation of H( o ), 
(2. 1021, when k- k . 
0 
I 
I 
i 
41 
1 2.66), proved advantageous because of the generality of H (d) given by q u a -  
ion (2.46). In the problems discursed in section 3 it will be seen that g(w) 
:lunges for the various problems and not f( a, 0). As already mentioned, a 
heck on the limit of g(g i  i t )  is available becaure it irr equal to the differ- 
mce of the inverse of the spacing of the zeros of the characteristic equatione 
? (a) and FZ(u). The form of H (a), equation (2. 56),  a l a 0  applies to certain 
jther geometries involving coupled waveguides. It is found that in these case8 
1 
1 
he form of (2.56) remains unchanged. 
rcteristic expressions for F1(a) and F2(u) appropriate for the particular geom- 
ttry under consideration. 
dkdor analyzing radiation from a semi-infinite circular waveguide. 
liscussion brings out a strong similarity between cylindrical and parallel plate 
veveguide problems that m a y  not be apparent without a close look at these prob- 
One needs only to substitute the char- 
For example, this method of solution should be appfica- 
The above 
CI11S. 
The form of L given by equation (2.77) will also prove convenient 
t 
vhen numerical calculations a r e  attempted in section 4. 
The C-R problem has been used primarily to generate the 0 - R  factor- 
However, the relationship between these two problems may even be .cation. 
nade more general. If the asymptotic form of K (a), namely K(a-), '  is inclbded t 
n (2.55) and hence in the limiting process, obtain 
f 
(2. 103) 
8 
42 
Thi8 follow8 from the fact that the limit of the aeyxnptotic form of K+( U) be- 
comcq the 88ymptOtiC form of L+( &). That ir, for K+( a), the 3 (a) is 
given by ( E  54. c), namely 
(2.104) 
where F aad F are given by equation (2.59) and (2.60), respectively. The 
contour rho- in Fig. 4, except that now 
M1T 4 d e  (M+I)Z Likewire z is given by Fig. 4 with 4 d 
4 (M+I\ z . htegrating along the contours gives ( E is set equal to r) 
1 2 
i r  the a a m e  a8 the contour 
a ab 
C 
(2. 106) 
43 
1 
that M/a and M/c -& . Hence 
i 
j 
w a and c-go 
: xnay write as a 
lac e 
but so doer M 8uch 
and c become large 
M W i k b  
n Ir 
- 
ierefore, (2.104) becomes as a, c -b o 
(2. 109) 
rich is 2 (a) for the 0 - R  structure as can be seep by comparing (2.109) 
th (2.82). 
The fields for 0 5 x .z; b involver the Fourier inversion of A (x, d, ), 1 
v e n  by equation (2.37) for the 0 - R  structure, and of C1(x, a ), given by q u a -  
m (2.43) for the C-R structure. For  any a within the strip and any 0 5  xs b, 
e limit as a, c-43 , while a-c=b, of C (x, Q. ) is A1(%, %) provided (2. 103) 
true. 
the proper half-plane. 
1 
That ir, K+( a) includes the term 2 (a) which makes it algebraic 
Hence the fields in 0 x 5 b for the G-R structure 
44 
8ppr08ch, in the u t ,  the actual f iddr  of the 0 - R  rtructure. 
This ertabfirhes, for uample, that the refiection coefficient for thio 
choren C-R structure converges to the value of the refkctian coefficient for 
the 0 - R  rtructure, Indeed, thir is what Mittrr and VanBlaricum [1965] re- 
ported. 
Likewioe, the limit of D1[x, a 1, given in (2, 441, for b X< a and 
6 within the rtrip is equal to B1(x, a), given in (2,381. Therefore, the 
fieldr for bSx<rr in the chosen C-R rtructure approach, in the limit, the 
fields for the O-R rtructure for b 5 x (a goes to infinity on the limit). 
ertablisher that the O-R rolution i r  a limit point of the C-R rolution in all 
space. 
This 
ThereforePo-R field quantities may be obtained from the correspond- 
ing C-R field quantitier by a limiting procesr as suggested by Talanov [1959] 
and Mittra,etol.[l966]. 
i 
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3. EXCITATION OF A DIELECTRIC SLAB BY MEANS 
OF A TRUNCATED PARALLEL PLATE WAVEGUIDE 
3. 1 TE Excitation of a Surface Wave Structure 
The excitation of a dielectric slab by meanr of a parallel plate wave- 
guide with one plate truncated ir analyzed in this section. 
structure ir shown in Fig. 7. 
is arsumed to be greater than one and hence the possibility of the st, ructure 
rupporting surface waves. 
to be the lowest order TE mode with the electric field intensity parallel to +he 
The surface wave 
The relative dielectric constant of the slab ( K  
The incident field in the waveguide section is taken 
wall9 of the guide. 
sumed in each region. 
is permitted to approach zero. 
A slight loss due to finite conductivities ( d, ,  d 2) is as- 
However, when the final solution is obtained this loas 
The TE polarization is described in detail in sections 3. 1. 1 to 3. 1.4 
The details of the formulation of the prob- as opposed to the TEM excitation. 
l e m  for the TEX excitation follow closely those in section 2 and only the perti- 
nent differences arid results a re  given in section 3.2. 
3.1. 1 Formulation of the Problem 
The total electromagnetic fields a r e  obtained by solving the rcalar 
wave equations for the scattered scalar potential 9 . D e f a e ,  ’*. < 
e + =  o i +  9 (3.1) 
s i .  -.. -I-* _-. . ...- 
0 
c 46 
ERF'ECT CON WCTORS 
k4-i 1 7  
Y 
Fig. 7 Surface wave structure excited by means of a parallel 
plate woveguid e. 
. 
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2 
with k > 0, k > 0. Note that the parameters are chosen so that (2n/b) > 3 4 
2 2 
Rekd > (m/b) . This ensures that the lowest order mode propagates in the 
waveguide and that the dielectric slab is excited, The scattered scalar poten- 
tial $ is given by the solution of 
The constant k is given by equation (2.4). 
tained from 
The electromagnetic fields are ob- 
..- 
i 
Defining Fourier transforms of 9 by equations (2.12) to (2.16) re- -. 
ducer the prowan to the solution of . '  
40 
where: 
(3.12) 
and y is given by equation (2.18). 
sul t r  in a+(x ,  a) being analytic for r,-Min(k z# $* and %(%,=) 
beinganalytic for 7 < Min(k2 k4). 
The asymptotic behavior of @ (x, z) re- 
, 
Reference to Fig. 7, equationr (3.7) to (3.9), and equations (2. I t )  to 
(2. '6) give8 am the boundary conditions on (x, a) 
n 
** Min = Minimum d u e  of 
I 
49 
at x = be + 1/2 Boundary condition (e) reflecta the fact that E 
s- -0. 
& and S -z 
Y '  t 
*\ 
A solution of (3.10) aad (3. 11) in a forxn suitable for the application 
(3. 14) 
Recalling that y hrr a positive real part for any 3~ for -kz< 7 4  kz and the' 
fact that we are reeking decaying W I L V ~ ~  at infbity requires t h t  D(a) be zero. 
Alro boundary condition (a) requires C ( a )  to be zero. W e  mry now write at 
x = b, csing boundary conditions (b) urd ( c ) ,  
I I -Yb 
(3. 15) 
A rolutioa for $(b) w i l l  yield A ( a )  md B(Q) aad herco 8 solution for 
$(x, a ) and a f o r d  soluti- for +(x, s). 
Define 
I 
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I 
and therefore D+ i o  analytic in Sr>-Min(kZ# 
(3. 18) 
as -112 ) and behaves a o  a 
4 
c-uo in ST r -Min(k2, k4). Subtracting equations (3. 16) and (3. 171, using 
the boundary condition (d), and t h e  results in (3.15) gives 
where: 
(3.19) 
The function L( a) has branch points at k and -k, the branch points of 
y . 
shown in Fig. 2, results in L ( a )  again being analytic in -kZ< 7 4  k2. 
function must be factored into a product L+ L-. The function .’ L is analytic 
in r > - k  
cult step. 
dure. 
torization in a form convenient for numerical work. 
L (a) and rearranging yields 
Choocling the branch cuts for Y as  was done in section 2, (2. la), and 
This 
t 
and L is analytic in T< kt.  Again, this factorization is the diffi- 
The factcrization is obtained in section 3 . 1.3 by a limiting proce- 
The method is similar to the one used in section 2.3 and gives the fac- 
2 - 
Multiplying (3. I?] by 
+ 
where: 
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. 
1 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3. 24) 
Obviously E (a) is analytic for T< -k4 and E+(aL) is analytic for T> 
-Min(kZ, k4). 
Min(k2, k ). 
right side is  analytic for 7< Min(k2, k4). Therefore, one side is the analy- 
tic continuation of the other and both sides of (3. 21) may be set  equal to J( a), 
- 
Therefore equation (3.21) holds for -Min(kZ, k4) 4 '7-4 .  
The left side of (3. 21) is analytic for r> -Min(kZ, k4)  and the 
4 
which is analytic in the whole a -plane. 
-112 in fn section 3.1.3 w e  will find that L a d  L behave a8 Q. + - 
-1 F>-k2  and 7< k2, respectively. 
7< k4 and E+( a) behaves as  a for 7 )  -Min(k2, k4). Using these re-  
sults in 3.21 shows that J( a) behaves as  
a l s c  for r< Min(k2, k4). 
that J( a) is zero. 
Therefore, E ( a) behaves as Q for - 
. - 1  
-1 a for  I > -Mh(kZ, k4) and 
The extended form of Liouville'rr theorem proves 
Hence, w e  obtain 
I 
ad the formal 801Ution a8 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
3.1.2 Choice of a Clored-Region Structure 
The cho6en C-R rtructure is shown in .Fig. 80 The formulation of 
t b i m  problem ir identical to that of the 0 - R  problem in rection 3.1.1 except 
for oae import+ change. 
waver at infinity now becomes 
The boundary condition which required decaying 
r) 5 ( 8 e  a )  = o 
This rerultr in the following equation, correrponding to (3.14), ar a solution 
of the wave equation (3.11). 
Following the method of rolution a8 outlined in rection 3.1. 1 giver 
I 
i 
I 
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I 
7- - PEWESCT CONDUCTORS 
. .  
Fig. 8 Chosen clored-region rtructure corresponding to Fig. 7. 
The function K( a) is 8 ratio of integral functions. It is actually meromorphic 
(3.35) 
with 1 
berr of the waveguide) for the inhomogeneouely filled waveguide. 
being the eeroa of the characteristic equation (tranrverae wave num- n 
. . -  
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where: 
(3.36) 
9 
(3.37) 
Note that the zeros approach (nu/a) as 1-a . 
The functions K t ( a )  and K - (a) are now readily obtained by using the 
infinite product expansions of the integral functions. 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
(3.40. a) 
(3.40. b) 
(3.41) 
The )I (at) given by (3 .41 )  ensures that K (a) behaves as a o 1 l 2  as a- 
for 7 )  -Min(ktr k4). 
t 
It ir obtained from a knowledge of the arymptotic form 
56 
of the infinite products in (3.38) by me-8 of equation (2.54. a). 
K (a) Lr equal to K (-a. 
the factorization of I,(=), equation (3. t o ) ,  via limit in a form convenient for 
The function - 
5 
Thir function, K( a), and its factorization will yield - t 
numeric al cal cula tions . 
3. 1. 3 Factorization for the Open-Structure 
The factorization of L( a), equation (3. t o ) ,  will be done by a limiting 
The only differ- procedure analogous to the method discussed in section 2.3. 
ence here ir that L( a) is more difficult (compare (3.20) with (2.30) ) and a 
closed form for fhe answer is not obtainable. However, the form of the fac- 
torization obtained readily lends itself to numerical processing and hence nu- 
merical results for the electromagnetic field quantities of interest. 
The relationship between the 0-R structure and the C-R structure is 
seen by comparing Fig. 7 and 8. The 0 - R  structure is obtained by lottihg a, 
c -..)a while maintaining a-c=b. Using this limit on K( a), equation (3.34), 
for any a uuch that - k Z 4 T 4 k 2 ,  gives 
- 
This results from the fact that, for any a within the strip, 
non zero, real part. Therefore, 
has a positive, 
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(30 43) 
-The function K(a) can be expressed in a convenient (for taking limitr) . 
form by first expressing K (a) and K - (a) in a form like the one used in rec- t 
tion 2.3. In particular, we have 
(30 44) 
1 
with H ( a) defined by (2.56), (2.57), and (2.58). 
in (3.44). In this case the function8 F (w) and F (w) are the characteristic 1 2 
equations of the structure shown in Fig. 8, namely, 
Again (a) is not included 
. *  F l ( w )  = sin ((dc) (3.45) 
~ h ) = W C ' S ( ~ c ) . S i k  (w,b) + W , C O S  (L31b) S ; ~ ( W G )  (3.46) 
with 
(3.46. a) 
The contour used in (2.56) must enclose the proper zeros of equa- 
tions (3.45) and  (3.46), that is, half the total number as the zeros occur in 
pairs ku 
surface waves and again tertrs whose spacing approachas a continuum as a, c, 
Equation (3.46) now has the possibility of zeros that give rise to no 
approach infinity. 
(3.46) when the lore 6 and & a r e  reduced to zero. 'Jnder t h i o  condition 
there a re  two possibilities, real roots and imaginary roots. The imaginary 
roots will exist if k i o  greater than one, which is the case being considered 
Thir is clearly demonstrated by 'considering the zeros of 
1 2 
,' 
here. The porribirity of l e r r  than one  i m  dircurred in rection 3.3. 
The real eeror of equation (3.46) approach Lm/a for large, r e d ,  w 
m d  dl0 the rpacing betweea the eeror becomer infiniterimally rmall a s  a 
approacher infinity. For imaginary rootr let w = i p (p a real  number) and 
equation (3.46) becomer 
b 
(3.47) 
with PI= ( ( ~ - ~ ) ~ = ~ ' ) ' '  
eeroa for 0 L Ip1< m k  . 
may actually be none. How many real  ccror equation (3.47) may have is de- 
Equation (3.47) can be shown only to have 
The number of ecror i r  diacrete and there 
0 
termined by the parametere b, , k . When c approacher infinity and p is 
0 
(3.48) 
which ir the characterirtic equation for determining the rurface roots of a di- 
electric d a b  backed by a perfect conductor with a TE-polarization. 
Collin [196O), p. 474). 
(See 
Therefore, the imaginary roots of (3.46) which a re  in 
the upper half of the o-plane go into the aurfact wave roots and the poritive 
real roots go into the cantinuour eigenvalue rpectrum a r  a and c approach in- 
finity for the open rtructure rfrown in Fig. 7. Note that equation (3.46) ir  
rlightly different from equation (3.36). However, they have the same zero8 
becaure 1 = 0 or 1 = 0 a re  not roota of (3.36). A zero a t  1 = 0 ir prarent 
only when the parameters b, 
new rurface wave occurr. 
1 
, k are ouch that the tranrition point of a 
0 
We will  pick the parameterr ouch that the tranri- 
59 
will become slightly complex The previous real roots will now contain a 
smaii imaginary component and ihe imaginary roots wiii contain a smaii r e d  
c ompm ef t. 
The contour used in (3.44) is the one shown in Fig. 4 with the addition 
of contours to pick up the surface wave roots in the uppe half-plane, if any. 
The zeros (nu/a) a r e  now replaced by the w , the zeros f (3.46). The radius n i 
r ,  in Fig. 4, must now be 0 4 rsLRe(wo), I m ( w o ) < e  4 kZ, where w 0 is the 
smallest root of equation (3.46) belonging to the set  which goaa into a contin- 
uous spectrum as a and c approach infinity. 
Thst K ( CL ) given by (3.44) is the s a m e  as (3.38) ctn be verified 3y t 
using the calculus of residues. 
the zeros of F1(o) and F2(a). 
The only singularities within the contour a r e  
(u) do not have any poles within 
I 1 
FI (a) and F 2 
z .  I 
: 
The contour intcaral for h' (a) can now be written alor g each path 
and gives for the surface waves 
where p is a zero of (3.47) and M is the number of zeros. The integral8 n 
along the other paths give the lame rerults a r  in section 2.3. Therefore, 
60 
1 
with H (a) g i v a  by (2.65). The function K - (a) = K + ( - a ) .  H ~ C Q I  
- I  4 
Taking the limit of (3. 51) and using (3.42), (3. 39) yields 
where p n 
ber of roota, and 
is now a surface wave root (positive root) of (3.48) a - M the num- 
. I  
(3. 53) 
1 
with H (U) given by (2.65). 
Define ( E > 0 )  
61 
so 
J 
cJ.O+iC " J 3 a.0 Cd*O- id i  (3.56) 
with kn a 4 t <  IC2. In this form the terms due to G1 and G2 can be consider- 
ed ths perturbation, due to 
(3. 56) give L ( a )  in a suitable form for obtaining L+(U) and L - (a). 
0 
varying frcm 1. The equations (3.52) and 
The choice for L+(Q) m y  be -de as 
62 
md 
L - (a) = L t ( - a )  (3.58) 
This results from the The tunction L (a) ir analytic for 7 > -Min(k2, k4). 
fact that pn, equation (2.40), ha8 a poritive imaginary part  greater than k 
and therefore the infinite product i o  analytic for T > -k4. 
equation (3.56), ir analytic for 7 > - k 2  as f(a[ 0 )  and G 1 b )  and G 2 b )  ratirfy 
the condition8 of theorem A, page 11, Noble [1958] and rertated in the Appen- 
dix .  
t 
4' 
The function H ( a  )' 
The rolution of the Wiener-Hopf type equation, (3.21), requires that 
L (a) urd hence L (a) have algebraic behavior for large CL . 
the tern e 
Therefore, + - 
murt be included in (3. 57) to dnrure thir behavior. The -Wa) 
asymptotic form of (3. 57) will dktate the choice of x (a). . *  
The iafinite product behave8 am 
i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
, 
1 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
1 
I 
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for T> -Mb(k2, k4). The finite product behaves 80 
which i n  obtained from the work in rection 2.3. 
Thin leaves the term 
- -  
(3.60) 
(3.61) 
(3.62) 
Consider it in.two parts by referring to the definition of f ( a . ,  w )  given by (2.57), 
I 
I ... . * One term i n  . .  
which behaves as (a) . (constant). These integrals converge because G 1 (w) 
a d  G (u) go to zero for large u on the contours indicated in (3.63). 
rnaining terms of (3 .62)  are 
The re- 
2 
ga - i h  W + i E  
(3.64) 
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Changing the variable in the recond integral of (3.64) to .w and uring the def- 
initionr of G (a) and G (0) given by equationr (3.54) and (3.55), reapectivdy, 
giver for Il((L ) 
1 2 
(3.65) 
The path of integration may be clored in the lower half plane r h c e  G,(w) goes 
b Sero on the infinite semicircle. The integrand of (3.65), however, may 
have poles at o = i p where p is the aurface wave pole at equation (3.48), and 
rfro the branch of ir in the lower half plane. Therefore, 
(3.66) 
The branch line integral of (3.66) io  equal to 
for T >  -Min(kZ, k4). Combining there rerultr  giver 
65 
Hence, the choice of x (a ) ao 
will result in L t ( a )  remaining analytic for T >  -Min(k2, k4) but now behav- 
ing algebraically, namely, at- 'I2,. as a+m in this region. The function 
L (a) is given by L+(-a) and hence L 0 (a) behaver as &"' as  a-00 for 
r< Min(k2, k4). 
of the fact that 2 (-a) = -x(a) (refer to the definition of x ( a )  given by 
- 
The product L (a ) L - (a) is rtill L ( a )  in the strip beeauae 
t 
equation (3. 70) ). 
Reducing losses, d, and d,, to zero once L (a) is obtained, yields + 
to zero results in k = k , a-simplification in the equations. Setting d, and 
0 * 
= mk . Also c-+o in equations (3.56) and (3.63). Now G2(o) = -G1 (w) 
witho real (refer to equations (3.54) and (3.55) defining G,(o) and G2(a), re- 
spectively) urd the losr reduced to zero. 
kd 0 
Therefore, we obtain for (3.56) and 
(3.63), under the conclif€bn that the losr ir zero, 
(3. 71) 
(3.72) 
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where: 
(3.73) 
(3. 73. a) 
and 
finition of I( a), (3. 72), is ensured as G(w), (3. 73), goes to zero as  O--+CFO 
A form of L (a) that is extremely convenient for numerical work 
is the contour shown in Fig. 6. Convergence of the integral in the de- 1 
+ 
when the loss is reduced to zero is given by 
, 
4 (3. 75) 
with >( (a) defined by equation (3. 70) with k = k 
G(o) by equation (3. 73), f! by equation (3.401, y by equation (3. 12) 
real ponitive’ zerom of (3.48), md by retting k 9 k ; k = k wherever . 
they occur. 
I(=) by equation (3.72), 
0 
the Pn n 
I 
d 0 0 
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I 
3. I. 4 Solution of the Problem: 
The evaluation of the field quantities of interest ir obtained by the 
Fourier inversion integral8 given in (3.27) and (3.28). 
ir given by (3.74) and L (a) = L+W). 
rtructure, a > O  and 0 
The function L J a )  
Within  the waveguide section of the - 
x I: b, the modes a re  obtained from equation (3.27). 
The contour may be closed in the lower half plane enclosing only pole-type 
ringulrrities. The calculur of reriduer gives the modes directly, in particu- 
lar, the lowert order reflected mode (only reflected mode carrying average 
real power) ir 
Hence, the reflection coefficient is 
(3. 76) 
(3. 77) 
The far field is again obtained by the use of the Huygen equivalent aource in 
the aperture x = b t 0 in a miLllller analogous to that described in rsction 2.4. 
The only difference is now we have an equivalent magnetic current in the aper- 
ture. The rerultr a re  
68 
with p -I= 0 184r, urdk 0 = o w .  0 
ti the rerulta given in (3.77) and (3.78) the 1088 ha8 been made negli- 
gible, ha fact, eero. The lorr  ret at zero rerultr in k = k 0 and kd = e k  0 arld 
hence equation (3.78). The lorr will r h o  be ret at  Cero in the rerult. that 
follow. 
The average real pmer reflected in the waveguide and the average 
r e d  power radiated in the apace wave are  
Normalised Reflected Power = W = IRI ref 
Monnalited Radiated Power = Wrad 
2 (3.79) 
(3.80) 
The normrlicrtion conrirtr in the incident power being ret to one. Recall that 
the parameterr a r e  choren ro that only the lowert order mode propadater in 
the waveguide. Therefore, the higher order reflected moder carry zero aver- 
age r e d  power. 
The rtructure of Fig. 7 har the porribility of the ui r tence  of rurface 
The rurface wave moder for  b 4 x are  obtained from wavea. 
Uae of L (a) L( a)/L+( a) ir made in (3*8l). The surface waver a re  given - 
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by an, thepoaitive zeros of 
Y S i n k  (Xb) +V, Cos& (V;b) i (3.81. a) 
because 
(3.81) at the rurface wave poles give &e rurface wave moder a8 
K >  1 is being considered here. The residues of the integrand of 
9 where: 
p (0 < p 4 m k  ) is a positive root of (3.48) with the loss s e i  to zero. n n 0 
M = number of surface waves (number of poritive real zeros of (3.48) ) 
4’ ip (3.84) 
(3.85) 
The surface wave modes for 0 S xs b are obtained from 
The reridue of the integrand of (3.86) at the surface wave pole8 ogah gives 
for the surface wave modem. . 
The rurface wave modes are orthogonal in the following r a r e :  
(3.88) 
Hence, the total real average power carried by the rurface wave modes is the 
rum of the power in each mode. Thir gives the normalized real average power 
carried in the surface wavea aa 
L 
I (3.89) 
An inspection of the results given in th ia  rection showa that once 
L (d) ir 'mown (d real), the radiation pattern of the space wave, the power + 
reflected in-the waveguide, the power carried in the aurface wave#, and the 
power carried in the apace wave can be determined. These numerical calcu- 
, 
lationr are d.ircuared and the rerulta prbaented in section 4. 
The radiation of a truncated paral le l  plate waveguide in free rpace, 
Fig. 1, with an E incident m a y  be obtained from the reeulta of rection 3. 1 by 
retting the relative dielectric constant to one. 
Y 
Thir value of the dielectric 
71 
* 1 1  
I 
I 
constant removes any surface wave phenomenon and hence any equatians for 
surface wave quantities a re  re t  to zero. 
3.2 TEM Excitation of a Surface Wave Structure 
In this section we will obtain the excitation o1 the rurface wave B :rue - 
ture, ahown in Fig. 7, for a TEM mode incident in the waveguide. The inci- 
dent field is 
H 
with k given by equation (3.4). 
actly the one given in section 2 except that now the prescnce of the dielectric 
must be t a k a  into account. 
eo ikdz ;O  < x S b ,  V z  
Y 
The formulation of the problem follows ex- 
d 
The result. of the analyrir are 
HY-@+ - (3.90) 
(3.91) 
1 E z =-y a x  (3.92) 
(3.93) 
(3. 93. a) 
(3.94) 
(3.94. a) 
IC. -z * 
c . 
.. 
i 
f 
72' 
aad 
o+i7 -iaz . 
with rf: p Y2/Yl and y ,  defined by equation (3.12) and by (2.18). 
The function L( a) for this polarization of the incident field is 
(3.97) 
(3.98) 
(3.99) 
This function is factored by the method of section 3. 1.3 by using the related 
domed-region function 
(3.100) 
(3.101) 
I 
f 
* I  
I 
. (3.63), but now the functionr G (w) and GZ(u) become for this problem 1 
73 
L(a, = (a-ldCa-l$J "4 (30 1020 8) - + 
md k is defined by equation (2.4) and pn by (3.40). 
surface wave zeros given by the zero8 of the characterirtic equation. 
The nurnberr pn a r e  the 
K, p Gs(bp,)  = p, s{h(bp,) (3. 103) 
(3. 104) = (k; - k" - p") ''Z R 
The function H( Q) is still given by (3.56), x ( a) by (3.70), and I( a) by 
) ' I2 
(3. 106) 
(3. 107) $bJ, = - G;w 
Thir rerults in L+( a) being analytic and behaving as a''' 8s 6- for 
k ). Likewise L (a) ir analytic md'It+5haves as ct "' 8s T>-Min(k2r - 
a w f o r  7-C Min(k2, k4). 
The form of QI) that is convenient for numerical calculations when 
the loss 6 md e2 a r e  reduced to zero is given by 
3 
(3. ii'i) 
The' )( ( a) ir given by (3.70) with kd 3 
The I( a) u r d  in )c (a) now becomes 
k k = k replaced throughout 
0 0 
- I/& 
(3.112) 
xca) = - el' tc- a*) ~ t w )  do
I 
with G(o) given b (3.110). This integral converges 0s b ( w )  behave8 am s h ( w )  
for large a. The p become the positive real zeros of (3.103) with k = k 
n d 0 
k = koa k , = K  
The results of interest for this problem are obtained as was done in 
75 
rection 3.1.4 and are merely rtated here. The normalized (incident energy 
r e t  at one) reflected pcrwer 
(3.113) 
Thir followr since the parameters a re  rertricted to valuer ruch tha, only the 
lowest order mode can propagate in the waveguide. That is, hl/' k 0 4 n/b. 
The normalized power radiated in the apace wave i r  
with the radiation pattern given by (0  L e+) 
(3.114) 
(3. 115) 
The normalized energy in the surface waves becomer 
where M is the number of rurface waves and 
3 ' : .  
(3. 117) 
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(3. 119) 
(3.120) 
There numerical calculationr are discusred m d  the rerultr presented in iec- 
tion 4 dong with those for the T~polar izat ion.  
3. 3 Excitation of an Incompressible, Isotropic, Plasma Slab -I 
The rtructure in question is still given by Fig. 7 but with one change. 
The dielectric between 0 J x b is replaced by an incompressibfe, irotropic, 
plarma medium. 
dielectric conrtant leas than 1. 
I 
This plasma medium behaves as a dielectric with a relative 
This results from the fact that the relative 11- 
electric constant for this medium is 
(3. 122) 
with wN the plasma frequency and w the wave frequency, for example Budden 
[ 19641. 
Values of the relative dielectric constant less than zero a r e  not of any 
n 
interest ar it is impossible to have propagating waves in thrwveguide. How- 
ever, there are propagating modes for the relative dielectric constant between 
aero and one. 
not support surface waves. 
It. can be shown, for this range of , that the structure wil l  
77 
The m d y r i r  of this problem may be extracted from rectionr 3.1 m d  
3.2 by conridering the effect of 0 < k d  1 on the d y r i s ,  It ir found that the 
the TEM care. Recall b t o l  in there equrtionr ia 
(3. 123) 
2 
with o varying from zero to infinity. 
Hazce, for values of o < dmjkom o1 becomes imaginary. The choice of the 
rign of the imaginary nu&ber is immaterial ar G(o) ir not a multivalued func- 
The quantity ( X - 1) ko ir now negative. 
tion of 0. Therefore, the resulto of rectionr 3.1 and 3 .2  stand unaltered for 
the case of O<E<l. However, all surface wave phenomena ir non-existent for 
this range of k and the equations in those rectionr must be interpreted accord- 
ingly. 
3.4 Discuseion of the Method for the Dielectric Slab Structure 
Baricdly the related C-R rtructure was used only to obtain the 0 - R  
factorization. 
done in section 2. 5 in the following wry. 
TE case. 
However, the 0 - R  and C-R rolutions may be related as war 
To be spc l f ic ,  we will discuss the 
T h e  function L+( a) given by (3. 57) is the limit, a, c- aS1e  a-c=b, 
of Kt( a) given by (3.38) if we include the >c (a), (3.41), in Kt( U) frecddl that2 
makes K (a) behave algebraically). This ir true if the limit of (3.41) is (30 70). 
W e  may write (3.41) as 
t 
, 
70 
Convergence of. the rer ier  is ;ensured because 1 = =/a + O(l/n) for large n. n 
The function Q( a) ir equal to > (a) in rection 2.5 and is given by (2.104). 
a r e  the roots of equation (3.36). Taking the limit of y (a) 
with I( a) given by (3.63). The limit of Q(a) had already been obtained in rec- 
tioa 2. 5; refer to equation (2.109). Now equation (3. 125) is (a), (3. 70) for 
the 0-R problem, 
now rhow tbat the limit of Cl(x, a ) and D1(x, a), given by equations (3.30) 
Therefore, the limit of K+( a) is L+( a). Hence, one may 
and (3.31)' respectively, for the C-R structure, become A1(x, a ) and B1(x, a), 1 
given by equations (3.25) and (3.26), respectively, for the 0-R structure. 
Therefore, the complete C-R aolution becomes, in the limit, the 0-R solution. 
Thia mema that instead of formulating the 0 - R  problem one could obtain the 
8 0 l U t h 1  by formulating a related C-R problem and taking the limit of its S O ~ U -  
t ion as dictated by the physics. This phenomena is what Talanco.~-I959~ sug- 
gerted would happen. In fact, he rrolved the C-R problem . for a TEM u c i -  
htion and calculated the energy in the slow waves of the inhomogeneously . 
1 
filled guide and claimed that their value as a -w 00 is the energy in the sur- 
t 
I 
! 
I 
j I 
I 
! 
In section 2 we obtained the factorization for the C-R problem in a 
particular form. The advantage of doing thio rhould now be obviour. Ar a 
and c become large, the eerier which occurred could be recart  a i  integrala 
79 
providing the spacing between adjacent zero8 of the characterirtic equations, 
F (a) and F2(u), wag known. 
the function obtained, -b -+ G(u), by taking the limit of the integral-reprerenta- 
tion, is the desired information. In particular, -b -+ G(w), rhould be the differ- 
ence of the inverse of the #pacing of the zeror of the characteristic equation.. 
Thio reprerentation yielded the information as 
1 
* 
U 
That thio is 80 ir verified in rection 4 with numerical calculations. 
., . -- ._ * .-- 80 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The urual field qurntitier of interert in problsmr of thir type a re  ob- 
tainable ollce L (d) is known (dred).  T h t  ir, the average power radiated + 
the apace wave, reflected in the waveguide, and trapped ia the rurfoce 
W8VU8 (if my] urd the radiation pattern of the rpace Wave 8re given ar func- 
tionr of /L+(d)( . Thir can be reen by referring to equation8 (3.79), (30 801, 
(3.89), and (3.78) for the TE polarization and (3.113), (3.114), (3.116), md 
(3.115) for the TEM excitation. 
m e  function 1 L (@)I is given in convenient form for numerical pro- 
cerrkrg by (3.74) m d  (3.108) for the T E  and TEM polarizations respectively. 
To indicate what ir involved in the evaluation of I L+(d)) e a clore look at the 
TE care  is made. The evaluation of IL+(d)( for the TEM polarization wil l  be 
rimil8r. 
+ 
Taking the rrbrolute value of (3. 74) for r e d  argument8 giver 
This rerult is obtained rince the rquare root term is purely imaginary for 
I Therefore, equation (4. 1 )  becornea 
o>k The definition of 
case where only one mode propagate8 in the waveguide (a <@ ko< q) 8 
, (3.40), and the fact that we are considering the 
0 n 
b 
giver 
82 
u 
and G(o) given by (3.73). The convenience of L (cr) as given in (4.4) i r  now t 
obviour. W e  are left with only a finite integral to evaluate. 
When 
gUhr 8tU 1 0 =(ko - 6 
the 1008 to zero. 
aad may be handled in the following way. 
io  leas than k the integrand of equation (4.5) becomes sin- 
This results from the fact that we have reduced 
0 
2 2 l/2 . 
0 
However, this i r  an integrable singularity, ar  one expects, 
F.ewriting equation (4.5) for Usdf k 
0 
h, 
c 
The first integral in equation (4.6) is no longer singular at w 
ieatly handled by a digital computer. 
tained in clored form. For  negative values of d we have, H (6) = -HZ(\d\  ). 
Therefore, HZ(dj ir  obtained from (4.6) for all d and hence I L+(d)I is converr- 
iently calculated. 
and TEM excitations will be given in graphical form in what followr. 
and is conven- 
The second integral in (4.6) can be ob- 
0 
2 
* .  
The characteristic rerponre of the rtructurer for both TE 
In going from a series to an integral, which occurs when obtaining 
03 
L (a) and L (a) by letting a and c approach infinity in the representation of 
K ( a ) ,  we needed knowledge of the spacing of the zeror of the characterirtic e- 
t - 
, quations. We concluded that the function b/u - GQ ia the difference of the in- 
verre  of the rpacing of the aero8 of the characteristic equations F1(w) and 
F (a) as a, c- . For example, the characteristic equations a re  given by 
(3.45) and (3. 46) and G(o) by (3. 73) for the TE polarization. Thir conclurion 
may be verified by actually finding the eeror of F (a) and F t ( w )  and reeing if 
indeed the zeror behave, as a and c approach infinity, in a manner given by the 
function The rerult of this is rhown in Fig. 9 for the TE excitation. 
One can see that, for c/b equal to 80, the curve obtained from a knowledge of 
the eeror is identical to the theoretical curve given by b/r-G(w). For c/b = 8 
there is some difierence, ar expected. 
does G(w) hold 
2 
1 
- G(o). 
w 
That io ,  only in the limit a s  a+m 
The rerponre of the rtructure to a TE polarized rource ir rho- in 
Figr. 10 to 15. 
a) the plasma phenomena with 0 < 
The relative dielectric constant (K) has three distinct ranger: 
< 1.0; b) f ree  rpace radiation with 
= 1.0; c) the surface wave phenomena with k > 1.0. The rerponre of 
the structure for valuer of 
12, and 13. 
re t  at 1 or 100 per cent and the maximum fa r  field value r e t  at  one. 
in each of there ranger io  given in Figs. 10, 11, 
Recall that there are nermalized valuer with the incident rnergy 
An inrpection of Figr. 10 and 11 rhowr that it is porrible to have all 
Thio ir also true for tho rur-  the incident power radiated in the rpace wave. 
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face wave structure, shown in Fig. 12, until the structure starts to rupport 
surface waves. Once surface waver can be supported, a transfer of power 
from the space wave to the surface wave occuri. 
surface waves only when 'm k b >a/2. The incident power m a y  all be 
The structure will  rupport 
0 
t rmrferred to the surface waves by a ruitable choice of parameters as seen 
in Fig. 13. There a re  no far field patterns plotted in Fig. 13 a s  the power ra- 
diated in t h i e  case is negligible compared to the power carriedin the surface . 
waves. Fig. 13 also shows the effect of two surface waves existing on the 
structure. ' This is the maximum number t L t  the rtructure can rupport since 
we assumed that the p a r b e t e r r  a r e  such that only the lowest order mode can 
propagate in the waveguide. 
is shown in Figs. 14 and 15. 
The.effect of holding k b conatant and varying h 
0 
t 
The rerponre of the structure to a TEM polarized source is given in 
I , 
Figr. 16 to 19. The structure is again quite efficient as the reflected power 
may be mode negligible with all the incident power radiated in the space wave 
(refer to Figs. $6 and 17). 
. .  
When i r  greater than one the structure rupporta 
a surface wave and again the power is transferred from the space wave to the 
surface wave a s  reen in Fig. 18. Qdy one ourface wave is supported with the 
values oftparameters that permit only the l o w c ~ t  order mode to propagate in 
.the waveguide. The effect of varying is shown in Fig. 19. 
A check on the algebra and computer results is possible by using the 
The sum of the power radiated in the space ctmrervation of energy principle. 
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Wl.Va, the power reflected kr the waveguide, and the power carried by the our- 
f8ce waver (u my) murt e q u d  the incident power. 
to withia 0.5 per cent. 
Thio aqudity W a r  obtained 
Thir d r o  gave a check 011 the far field pattern8 ar the 
radiated power f r  equal to a conrtaat timer the integral of the rquare of the 
far field function. A verification of the numerical work for the radiated power 
, 
ir than an indirect verification of the far field pattern. 
A cornpariron of the numerical rerultr for the TEM (UL 
surface wave structure, given in Fig. 18, with tho& published 
of the 
..- 
Chang 119591 rhowr that they a r e  not in agreunent. The rerultr given here 
rhould c&pare with their rerultr with "h" ret  to sero. Their rerultr show 
that the reflected power har a mlrimum at k b approxiaaately 1.25 with a 
corresponding minimurn in the power radiated. 
0 
Our rerultr do not dirplay 
J 
there phsnomkna. Another paper by Angulo m d  C&g [19S8] giver the r e r u l b  
for a cylindrical geometry. 
form of our rerultr given in Fig. 18. 
The rerultr publirhed there have the b c t i o n a l  
I 
One would not expect the h a q e  in the 
geometry from cylindrical to rectangular to caure the change in rerponre as 
found in their fiRo paperr. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
The ro1ur;ionr of three Wiener-Hopf type boundary value problemr 
have been given in thir work. 
one plate truncated and radiating in f ree  apace war solved in rection 2. 
ification of the factorication was obtained by reference to the aolution of a remi- 
infinite parallel plate waveguide radiating in free apace given in Noble [1958& 
The function to be factored ir  the aame for bothproblemr. 
The problem of a parallel plate waveguide with 
* 
A ver- 
b 
The excitation of a dielectric rlab (surface wave structure) m d  the ex- 
citation of an incompressible, irotrapic, plarxna rlab by means of a truncated 
parallel plate waveguide were given in section 3. Both TE and TEM polariza- 
tions af the exciting field were considered. The results for the TEM excitation 
of the rurface wave structure were compared with those obtained by h g u l o  
and Chang [1959] and the differences noted. 
procedure in their paper. 
surface wave atructure and the graphical results for both TE and TEM excita- 
They used a formal factorization 
The graphical resultr for the TE excitation of the 
tions of the incompressible, isotropic, plarma d a b  prerented in section 4 have 
not, to the beat of the author'r knowledge, been given elrewhere. 
The factorization, one of the key rtepr, war obtained by a techclique 
described in this work. The factorization war obtainedw.Wsipg the limit, ar 
the tranlverse dimension approacher infinity, of the function and factorization 
appropriate to the related closed-region r t ructurc  A clored form of the fac- 
torization war obtained only in rection 2. In the more difficult problems dis- 
curred in rectSon 3, the factorircrtion war in a form convenient for numerical 
procerrkrg. 
Thir tecbniqua for obtaining the factorization is certainly applicable 
to Other open-region problexnr a8 diecursed in rection 2. 5. 
thir technique rhould prove ureful for finding the electromagnetic fieldr aaso- 
cirted with an incomprerrible, anirotropic, plarma rlab when excited by a 
truncated parallel plate waveguide. 
For example, 
98 
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APPENDIX 
4 
- Renioa of Anrlyticity.of a Function Given by an Integral Representation 
Let G( a ) be defined by equation (A- 1) 
* 
G ( W =  C j(a,71 JY (A- 1) 
The conditions under whichG(%) ir analytic a r e  given in Noble [1958], page 
11, and are presented here for convenience. I 
Theorem: Let g( a, y ) = f( 9 )h( a 8 ) satisfy the conditions 
(i) h( a, -f ) is a continuous function of the complex variables a and 7 
where a lies inside a region R and T lies on a contour C. 
(ii) h( a, f ) ir a regular function of a in R for every 3 on C. 
(iii) f( 3) has only a finite number of finite dircontinuities on C and a 
finite number of maxima afid minima on any finite part of C. 
(iv) f ( 9 )  is bounded except at  a finite number of points. If ir 
such a point, r o  that g ( a  7 )‘c go as T- To# then 
exists where the notation (C  - 6 ) denotes the contour C apart from a rmall 
length 4 surrounding and lim ( 6- 0) denotes the limit as  this ex- * 0‘ 
cluded length tends to zero. 
l ies in any closed domain R’ within R. 
The limit must be a;.Fzaached uniformly when a . 
(v) If C goes to infinity then any bounded part of C must be smooth 
and condition8 (i) and (ii) must be satirfied for any bounded part  of C. The in- 
103 
finite-integral defining G ( a C )  murt be uniformly converg-t when d lier in 
any clored domain R' within R. 
Then G ( a )  defined by (A-1) ir a regular function of U in R. 
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13. ABSTBM=T (continued) 
o i  the function and factorization appropriate t o  the closed-region r t ructure .  By 
t h i s  metan8 the factorization and'henco the solution t o  the open-region boundary 
value problem 18 obt8ined! I 
X t  I s  a180 found tha t  ' the limiting procedure m y  be used t o  obtain more than 
ju8 t  the open-region factorization. I t  18 shom th8t the l i m i t  of the complete 
clored-region solution becomer the open-region rolutAon. Hence, this yei lds  one 
po88ible method f o r  the  solution of problem of t h i r  type. 
The resu l t s  of the numerical computations a re  presented. These include the  
avenge  power reflected in the rrveguide, the rverage power radiated in the space 
wave, the average power transmitted by the surface wave8, 8nd the r*alation pat tern 
of the space wave. 
